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With extensible management and technology
frameworks, IT can meet regulatory compliance
mandates years in the future, not to mention those
nagging deadlines just ahead
“hurry up” is the latest battle cry at companies
struggling to fall in line with an onslaught of government regulations. The
summer of Sarbanes-Oxley, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and other mandates is upon us as deadlines loom. The
heat is beating down on IT administrators, whose chief executives face stiff
penalties — even jail time — if their companies fail to comply with the law.
“The frightening big stick of enforcement is out like a brick bat,” warns Lane
Leskela, research director at Gartner. “There’s a lot of confusion around implementing regulatory compliance as a process.”
Part of the confusion stems from the sheer number and scope of regulations
affecting companies that, until recently, took an application-specific approach
to regulatory compliance in an effort to cope with individual mandates.
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“Companies are saying, ‘We’ve got to
find a better way to do this — the regulations
are only going to get worse.’ ”
— Ted Frank, Axentis
Enterprises are beginning to see the
futility of that strategy, which results in
fragmented processes ill-equipped for
the next body of mandates that comes
down the line. Instead, business and IT
are joining together to create extensible
compliance frameworks that can
accommodate any number of regulatory
mandates, providing componentlike
reusability that simplifies change management and reduces deployment costs.
“Sarbanes-Oxley, the Patriot Act, and
HIPAA were the straws that broke the
camel’s back, and companies are saying,
‘We’ve got to find a better way to do this
— the regulations are only going to get
worse,’ ” observes Ted Frank, CEO of
Axentis and advisory chairman of The
Compliance Consortium, an industry
group formed in June to help CIOs and
IT outfits get organized. The consortium’s mission includes making sense of
all the overtures from vendors who are
in gold-rush mode.
The high anxiety is fueled by what
Gartner’s Leskela calls “the lack of a
consistent technology approach to
managing governance, risk, and com-

pliance processes across the board. It’s a
very complex environment.”

Looking Out for the Law
Consider just a few of the systems that
fall under the monitoring provisions of
Sarb-Ox: data security, disaster recovery, content management and archiving,
information retrieval, transaction surveillance, and e-learning (the ability to
deliver ongoing education online). Section 404 of Sarb-Ox will put a huge burden on IT by requiring companies with
valuations of more than $75 million to
prove that their internal controls and
audit trails are sound and that their
processes are capable of producing certifiably correct data. And, ready or not,
Sarb-Ox’s infamous Section 409 —
which mandates that “material events”
such as the acquisition of a big customer, or anything that could affect a
company’s perceived market value, must
be reported within 48 hours — is upon
us, taking effect Aug. 23.
The liability doesn’t stop there. Many
enterprises remain unaware that Section 215 of the Patriot Act requires com-

Regulatory Blitz

The list of regulations is vast and growing,
and it cuts across a variety of industries.

Anti-terrorism
aForeign Corrupt Practices Act
aHomeland Security Act
aPatriot Act
Financial compliance
aBasel II
aCoCo
aGramm-Leach-Bliley
aSarbanes-Oxley
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Manufacturing compliance
aDOT mandates
aFDA 21 CFR Part 11
aMSDS
aOSHA mandates
NOTE: Not intended as a comprehensive list

Health records
aHIPAA
34

IT compliance
aCalif. SB 1386
aSEC 17A-4
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panies to surrender customer data when
subpoenaed and gives customers the
right to sue if they haven’t been properly
warned that their information will be
disclosed if the feds ask for it. Then
there’s the HIPAA Final Security Rule,
which will take affect in April 2005 and
will grant individuals the right to sue
organizations that allow a security
breach to expose medical records.
The good news, experts say, is that
separate regulations bodies have many
directives in common — the call to
retain IM exchanges and e-mail, for
example — thereby enabling IT to create a modular compliance framework.
Most companies already have systems
that employees and consultants can
leverage and integrate into a wider
compliance strategy.
“If you understand the consistencies
of these processes within your company, you can build a scalable technology
infrastructure while leveraging existing
investments,” Axentis’ Frank says. “Just
because you put together a strategic
framework doesn’t mean you need to
full-out implement it right away across
all processes. If you can develop a baseline plan, you can still act tactically.”
Ultimately, two frameworks are
required: one for business and one for
IT. The business side needs to develop a
management infrastructure to establish
and maintain internal controls and
repeatable processes that ensure reliable
regulatory compliance. IT needs a technology framework that capitalizes on
existing resources and makes point solutions the exception rather than the rule.

Building Better Management
Government regulators don’t explicitly
tell enterprises how they should reorganize for compliance. But in June 2003,
the Securities and Exchange Commission implicitly recommended the Com-

mittee of Sponsoring Organizations
(COSO) of the Treadway Commission
framework. COSO, an independent
auditing industry group established in
1985, released a seminal report in 1992
entitled “Internal Control — Integrated
Framework,” which describes how companies should establish and maintain
controls to avoid fraud. But the COSO
framework seeks to help organizations
develop proper business processes,
mainly related to authorizing and
reporting transactions, not to creating
controls that apply specifically to IT.
Instead, many IT execs are turning to
the COBIT (Control Objectives for
Information and Related Technology)
framework for help. Published by the IT
Governance Institute, COBIT provides
guidelines for IT security and control.
The organization’s “IT Control Objectives for Sarbanes-Oxley” (infoworld
.com/1678) details IT’s role in implementing and sustaining control over
disclosure and financial reporting,
including planning, acquiring missing
pieces of technology, properly deploying
solutions, and monitoring compliance.
The larger the company, the more
likely it is to have implemented the controls outlined by COSO and COBIT and
to have adjusted management structure
accordingly. As regulatory deadlines
approach, small and midsize companies
will face the greatest risk.
“We’re encouraging smaller companies to form a committee and put a virtual team in place,” says David Donelan,
senior director of industry and compliance solutions at EMC.
According to CJ Rayhill, CIO of
O’Reilly Media, without a cohesive
team, “you typically have one person
who is anointed as the expert. So, in
addition to their day job, they try to
make sure everyone else is in compliance — and it’s mostly hit or miss. The

Compliance From the Ground Up

biggest issues I’ve seen
are around authority.
A flexible CPM (corporate performance management)
At big companies,
architecture includes software for document and records
[compliance officers]
management, along with an automated BPM component.
have a direct line to the
CEO. In smaller and
midsize organizations,
CPM
Reporting and risk
a perceived lack of
authority can make it
Assert process controls
more challenging to
Business process management,
get people to respond
integration broker, business activity monitoring
to compliance efforts.”
Gartner Research
Financial
CRM and
Business
Director Brian Wood
and ERP
customer-facing
unit
systems
systems
systems
advises companies to
create the position of
CCO (chief compliance
Classify, analyze, interpret
officer), who would
BI, infrastructure, tools, and applications
report to the board and
be equal in stature to
Document and archive
the CEO, rather than
Records management, document management, knowledge
management, content management, and storage
report to the CEO. “I’m
sure Mr. [Ken] Lay
can see the reason for
Identify, audit, secure, and protect
that,” he says. Wood
Identity and access management, network security, and business continuity
believes the CCO
NOTE: Not intended as a comprehensive list
SOURCE: GARTNER
should install a rotatthe synchronization of information to
ing IT representative to assess existing
reduce companies’ risk.”
IT assets, to validate processes, to meet
Risk assessment comes into play at
security needs, and to ensure that there
every turn. “Our advisers have given us
are clear methods to address abuses.
3-inch [thick] binders of what to do.
Why rotating? “It helps more and more
But the question is always, ‘Where do
people get trained in compliance and
we start?’ ” says Wood, who is also a
works toward a cultural change within
member of Gartner’s internal complithe company,” he says.
ance team.
The IT and legal departments — or
Wood says to start by assigning risk
outside legal counsel — also make up a
levels to systems, processes, and personcrucial alliance, according to Deidre
nel that are susceptible to breaches and
Paknad, CEO of PSS Systems, a
then assess the consequences of those
provider of document policy solutions.
potential breaches. From there, you can
“There needs to be more dialog
use those assessments to make a priority
between the two. Compliance is, at its
list for implementing systems and conheart, a legal issue — and then an IT
trols. According to Wood, using that criissue. But they all think the other
teria makes it fairly easy to come up with
speaks a different language. They need
the top 10 things your organization
to dine together more often. There
should be working on.
should be frequent discussions about
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“No one can give you compliance
in a box.”
— Deidre Paknad, PSS Systems
“Anything that has a high likeliness
[for an audit] and a high associated
cost is a high-risk item,” Wood notes,
stressing that, on an operational level,
risk assessment is a group exercise not
solely an IT function.

Marshalling the Right
Technologies
IT is charged with implementing the
systems that allow process owners to
know “what information we have, where
it is physically, which systems have possession of it, which rule settings are
applied, and where I go for answers
when risk arises,” PSS’ Paknad says. Of
course, the precise systems vary widely,
but the efficient retention and disposal
of information in accordance with a sin-

gle system of records is crucial when an
audit or a request for discovery occurs,
she says. Document and records management — along with effective management of information lifecycles — are
the foundations of a sound compliance
architecture (see “Compliance From the
Ground Up,” page 35).
Creating a modular, extensible IT
compliance framework starts with
storage hardware. Document management, e-mail archiving, security, and
BPM software all have vital roles to
play — and should be equipped with
monitoring and change management
capabilities.
Yet the law seldom mentions specific
technologies. Regulations typically don’t
dictate which storage medium should be

used. For example, Section 802 of Sarbanes-Oxley stipulates that records be
stored for seven years, during which
time they must be nonerasable and nonrewritable. “So to us that means WORM
media,” notes Charles Brett, vice president at Meta Group.
But WORM needn’t mean that enterprises pony up for slow and expensive
optical disc solutions. “For a compliance
infrastructure, companies are now looking at highly scalable storage such as
EMC Centera … and getting away from
point solutions by departments” such as
those involving magneto-optical drives,
Brett says. Offering WORM storage on
magnetic disk, the EMC Centera Compliance Edition combines ironclad storage software with a capacity that starts

“If I Must Comply, I Want ROI”
when you get put on hold by nth orbit — suppliers of
compliance solution Certus — you don’t hear generic Muzak.
Instead, you’re serenaded by a John Denver wannabe strumming a banjo and crooning, “My bottom line is falling more
behind, I’ve got the Sarbanes-Oxley blues.”
There’s a good reason why enterprises are singing the
blues. Companies are hemorrhaging money in an effort to
comply with a raft of new federal regulations, which range
from Securities and Exchange Commission mandates to the
Patriot Act.
AMR Research estimates that Sarb-Ox alone will set back
companies $5.5 billion in 2004; at the company level, that
averages out to $1 million per $1 billion in revenue, according to John Haggerty, vice president at AMR Research.
“Everyone’s trying to figure out how much they should be
spending and how best to keep costs down,” Haggerty says.
But the overarching question is whether it’s possible to recoup
the investment. “Companies are saying, ‘If I must comply, I
want ROI,’ ” Haggerty adds.
For now, it appears that “soft ROI” is the best anyone
can hope for. Executives are reluctant to divulge how much
they are spending on compliance initiatives or when they
anticipate a return. The mood, however, is not upbeat.
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“We spend a significant amount of time benchmarking with
other companies,” says Paul Brothe, vice president of corporate
quality at McData. “We compare notes. When we get a [vendor] quote, we’ll go to other companies and ask what they were
quoted. Meanwhile, we’re trying to use existing tools as much
as possible.”
Those who view compliance as “an opportunity to streamline
processes and workflows will obviously benefit the most,” concludes Brian Wood, research director at Gartner.
According to Ted Frank, CEO of Axentis and advisory chairman
of The Compliance Consortium, the stringent regulations are forcing companies to reassess how they are managing a broad portfolio
of business processes. Done correctly, the exercise will result in consistencies across systems and processes. He cites the potential for
companies to squander the opportunity and actually underinvest
in compliance solutions.
“If you look at Section 404 [of Sarbanes-Oxley], you’re documenting and assessing the risks and the processes to mitigate that
risk,” Frank says. “If you have 800 business units, … imagine the
benefit of discovering that the same processes are being managed differently across those units. Enterprises should look at
this as a substantial opportunity to strip out costs and improve
performance.” — R.G.

at 5TB. It supports real-time replication
for fail-over redundancy and has an
open API that allows for integration
with dozens of compliance applications.
Perhaps the biggest plus is the policybased archive features, along with
search and index functions that support
fast data retrieval.
EMC’s chief competitor in this space,
IBM, sells the Data Retention 450. In
the context of IBM’s wide array of middleware and network management
offerings, the Data Retention 450 can
be thought of as the WORM component of a huge content- and dataretention suite. As does EMC, IBM
offers policy- and event-based storage
management with compliance in mind.
The next piece of the puzzle is document management software, which
ensures that information is identified,
indexed, and labeled at its point of origin
and then is sent to the appropriate storage medium. Leaders in this space
include Documentum — recently
bought by EMC — and FileNet, which
offers Content Manager and Records
Manager as part of its FileNet Compliance Framework. A document and information policy management application,
where policy and rules settings can be
changed to meet different regulations,
comes with PSS Systems Atlas IPM
(Information Policy Management) suite.
Thanks to a few high-profile fraud
cases, e-mail has emerged as an infamous liability. The archiving of e-mail —
and more recently, IM — has received
much attention from vendors such as
Legato, which was bought by EMC last
year, and from several specialty archiving software providers, including
iLumin and KVS. Along with its shrinkwrapped product, EAS (Exchange
Archive Solution), e-mail archive
provider Zantaz provides a hosted solution called Digital Safe Service.

Regulation Rundown
A wealth of compliance resources
awaits you online.
aAmerican Institute of Certified
Public Accountants aicpa.org
aThe Compliance Consortium
thecomplianceconsortium.org
aCompliance Pipeline
compliancepipeline.com
a Compliance Week
complianceweek.com
a Health and Human Services,
Office of Inspector General
oig.hhs.gov
a Jefferson Wells International
www.jeffersonwells.com
a Open Compliance and Ethics
Group oceg.org
a U.S. Sentencing Commission
ussc.gov
Such offerings ensure that e-mail and
IMs are indexed in real time, while
allowing IT to set up rules and policies
that allow for sophisticated searches
and timely retrieval.
Security and identity services play a
critical role in proving that the information being committed to record is
valid (see “Covering Your Assets,” page
38). “If your systems themselves aren’t
secure, then what good is the information from those systems?” Gartner’s
Wood asks. “But this is a case where
enterprises already ought to have systems in place before compliance issues
are even considered.”
Rick Caccia, director of product management at Oblix, producers of CoreID
identity management software,
acknowledges that the company has no

specific compliance offering and that
many IT outfits are leveraging existing
security systems. “But we can automatically generate audit trails for the applications we protect,” he says. “So, it
becomes useful in the compliance
arena, where a lot of the language in the
regulations, particularly SarbanesOxley, is pretty vague when it comes to
defining ‘effective controls.’ ” In the end,
security tends to become distributed
across the framework by access-control
limitations placed on a variety systems.

Leveraging Existing Assets
For every compliance need there is a
vendor. But to avoid needless spending,
industry groups stress the importance
of making a top-to-bottom assessment
of IT assets before writing any checks.
That way you can determine which
assets can be folded into a compliance
framework. “The No. 1 thing you want
to do is take inventory so you can look
at what you have and figure out
whether or not it can be repurposed,”
says John Haggerty, vice president of
AMR Research. “A company already
heavily invested in document management can bypass those potentially costly
solutions, whereas some other company
may have to go outside and find a vendor to assist in that area.”
According to analysts, the biggest
piece typically missing at small and
midsize companies is the BPM component. BPM software demands extensive
application integration, but after BPM
is implemented, IT can string together
workflows across existing applications,
making the most of applications
already in place. BPM vendors such as
IBM, Lombardi Software, Intalio, and
Savvion all provide the tools needed to
create enterprise-spanning compliance
solutions. “If you can’t validate the
process by which you gathered the
INFOWORLD.COM
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ized offerings. But analysts and even
some vendors caution IT shops to be
wary of anyone promising an end-toend solution with unmatched sophistication. “No one can give you compliance in a box,” PSS’ Paknad asserts.
Jeff Lundberg, senior product marketing manager at Veritas, urges IT to
“look for solutions that provide features
and functions that can be adapted as
regulations change and new ones come
into play.”
That may be difficult, as companies

information, how can you validate the
information?” asks Chris McLaughlin,
director of product marketing at
FileNet, which equips its software with
BPM-like capabilities. “That’s what Section 404 is all about. Content management only addresses half of it.”
Big players such as Microsoft, SAS,
BMC, SAP, and PeopleSoft have
entered the field to provide compliance
solutions, while Nth Orbit, Movaris,
HandySoft, OpenPages, and Paisley
Consulting continue to provide special-

scramble to meet deadlines. An April
2004 survey by the Institute of Internal
Auditors reported that a mere 2 percent
of respondents said they were ready for
Section 404 certification this November. No doubt point solutions will be
slapped on in some cases instead of
extensible ones. But after the dust
clears, the companies that deploy
framework-based technologies will ultimately enjoy an overall increase in IT
flexibility, rather than simply staving off
the long arm of the law. i

Covering Your Assets

As components of your compliance framework expand, their functions
spread across an array of IT systems and business processes.
Access
control

Audit
trail

Approval,
status, and
escalation

Intra-application
routing and
workflow

Interapplication Content storage
routing and
presentation and
workflow
scripting

Data and
metadata
management

Process
and control
documentation

Analytical
reporting

Collaboration

b
b

b
b

b
b

B
B

b
b

b
b

B
B

B
b

B
B

b
b

Records, knowledge,
document, and content
management

B

b

B

b

b

b

b

b

B

b

Integration broker suites

b
B

b
b

b
B

b
B

b
b

b
B

b
b

b
B

b
B

b
B

B

b

b

B

b

B

B

B

b

B

B
B
B
B
B
B
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
B
b

b
b
b
b
b
B
b

b
b
b
b
B
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
B
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

bYes

BNo

Security and identity
Business process
management or portals

Business continuity
management
Business activity monitoring
Corporate performance
management
Forecasting
Planning
Budgeting
Consolidations
Reporting
Financial management
systems

NOTE: Not intended as a comprehensive list
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Prying eyes can
cost companies
big time, especially
when medical
records are
exposed. These
techniques for
obscuring
database records
can help

many companies that were doing business in a
relatively carefree fashion a year ago now find their customers
insisting on high levels of accountability. Of course, healthcare organizations have been under the watchful eye of the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) for quite some time. But public
companies outside the health-care industry have woken up to
find themselves facing Sarbanes-Oxley and other mandates.
And in April 2005, HIPAA’s Final Security Rule will kick in,
exposing organizations to potential lawsuits if medical records
are exposed — even when as a result of skillful hacking.
Each of these regulations requires enterprises to protect and
control the flow of information. Strong, identity-based
access-control systems accomplish this for applications and
resources, but when it comes to databases — against which
BY SEAN M C COWN | ILLUSTRATION BY BEN BARBANTE
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Auditing not only gives you a solid
measure of your success but it also provides
you with an added layer of security.
employees may have become accustomed to performing ad-hoc queries —
the situation can be more difficult. In
those cases, one way to protect data
from prying eyes is to obscure it.
Obscuring data for compliance — at
its most basic level — just means keeping people from seeing what they’re not
supposed to see. There are two parts to
obscuring data: security and privacy.
Threats range from analysts clicking on
the wrong database table and accidentally seeing something they shouldn’t,
to a disgruntled employee looking to get
back at the company. So, whether you
lock everyone out of your database or
just arrange the data so that no
personal information can be viewed by
nonessential personnel, there are timetested techniques for protecting your
company and your clients against privacy invasion.
There are many ways to obscure data
from wandering eyes — and sometimes
DBAs just have to get creative if they
are going to achieve their goals. The
methods used range in difficulty based
not only on the level of sensitivity of the
data but also on the skill of the DBA,
the company’s level of commitment,
and the amount of time afforded for
the project.

Basic Techniques
Stored procedures are the most flexible tool DBAs have for obscuring data.
Stored procedures are snippets of SQL
code that have been compiled and
saved in the database itself, resulting
in better performance than that
provided by noncompiled SQL. Stored
procedures can also call other procedures, views, and functions and can
perform any type of math available to
the SQL language. Using welldesigned procedures, a DBA can alter
data in almost any way necessary,
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including encrypting it.
Views, another way to obscure data,
are a logical representation of data that
can join several tables at a time while
maintaining a good level of security.
Sensitive columns can be filtered out —
or even modified — using simple conditional statements. Because they are
less flexible than stored procedures and
can’t make major modifications to data,
however, views are only useful for protecting against minor threats. Nonetheless, they are still useful for obscuring
data as well as the underlying schema.
UDFs (user defined functions) are
the next level down in data obscurity.
UDFs are similar to stored procedures
that can be applied to individual

columns. UDFs are implemented at
the database level but can be called
directly from queries — unlike stored
procedures, which replace the query.
Because they are more granular than
stored procedures, UDFs can actually
be more flexible.
But these techniques must be
deployed properly for maximum effect.
Here, it’s assumed that you’re designing
these solutions for internal protection.
(External solutions are a different story
completely.) Typically, you would apply
these methods when supplying analysts
with data via the Web, for example,
rather than giving them free access to
execute any query they want to write.
Of course, you can bypass each of

Database Auditing Made Easy
you can’t know whether a database is truly secure unless you
know what data has been accessed, how it has been modified, and who has
viewed it. Entegra — an enterprise-level auditing tool for SQL Server (and soon
for Oracle) — can tell you
all these things. And it does
so in a way that’s easy to
implement, that’s highly
scalable, and that minimizes the impact on database performance.
Entegra audits all SQL
activity, including inserts,
updates, and deletes, as
well as changes to database
schema, access permissions, and views. It uses
agents to collect these
activities at scheduled
intervals, stores them in a Entegra tracks all SQL activity, including changes to
central repository, and pro- permissions and schema. But reporting is limited.
vides a Web browser interface to view reports. Entegra can also send e-mails and other alerts in response
to events that you specify; for example, if a table schema is changed or an entry
in a table is deleted, any number of administrators can be notified.

these methods and just encrypt that
data in the database itself. This comes
at a cost — not only does it take extra
time to write the record, because it
has to pass through the encryption
routine, but you also have to buy an
encryption routine. These typically
aren’t cheap, and unless you have a
cryptologist on staff, you may find
yourself in the middle of a very expensive solution. Using encryption has
one major advantage, however: With
all the other methods, anyone who
knows the database schema can
bypass the mechanisms you’ve put in
place and query the data directly. This
isn’t possible with database-level
encryption.

Use Your Imagination
When it comes to obscuring data from
users, you can seldom be too creative.
Remember that data obscurity is a
security measure and that good security
never has a single point of failure. You
would never see a network where a
firewall or a router or a simple
password policy was the sole security
measure. So, just as your network
makes use of many levels of routers,
firewalls, access policies, and passwords, your database should have multiple levels of security.
When it comes to securing data, I
live by a simple philosophy: Treat
everyone as a potential criminal.
Threats come from both sides of the

Installing Entegra is easy. Drop an agent on
each monitored server and install the repository
on another server of your choice. The Entegra
repository should be a beefy box if you plan to
track activities on many databases or if it’s
going to have a lot of users. After installing
Entegra, simply configure the databases you
want audited and assign collection times and
locations.
What separates Entegra from the competition is that collection times and locations can
be assigned. Most database-auditing products
have a tremendous impact on production systems because they use triggers (stored procedures that run when a table is changed),
network sniffing, or a combination of both.
Those methods are resource-intensive. Entegra, on the other hand, makes use of transaction logs or even backups of transaction logs to
allow you to schedule audit-data collection
during downtime.
When you are auditing Select statements,
however, this flexibility is lost. Select statements can only be audited in real time;

firewall. You never know when a disgruntled employee might do malicious damage to the network or walk
off with a copy of a database backup.
These are real possibilities that must
be considered — not only for your
company’s own needs but also to protect your customers from the fallout
of having their sensitive data exposed.
With internal threats in mind,
another common method of obscuring
data is to create a separate reporting
database, possibly even on a separate
server. An ETL (extraction, transformation, and loading) tool can be used
to publish data to this separate database
and transform it along the way. This
may be the most secure of all the meth-

because of this, Entegra uses SQL Server’s
trace APIs to track them. The only other way to
perform this task is to sniff the network; using
APIs is the better choice. If you audit all Select
statements coming into the database, your
performance will suffer — audit only the most
important tables.
The one downside to Entegra is that it lacks
a report editor. The Web GUI allows you to
filter audit data based on several criteria, but
it doesn’t provide many of the features you’d
expect from a tool of its kind, such as user
profiles, custom reporting, and exporting to
other formats. For example, if you want to
look at the same view each time, you have to
save it as a favorite in your browser. Most
shops will want to use a third-party tool to
create their own reports.
Entegra is a fully capable auditing solution
for SQL Server. The user interface suffers from
limited features and reporting capabilities. But
Entegra shines where it matters most, which is
collecting the necessary audit data while
putting minimum load on your servers. — S.M.

Entegra for SQL
Server 2.0.2
Lumigent lumigent.com
VERY GOOD

7.5

Manageability (20%)

8

Performance (20%)
Ease of Use (15%)

7

Reliability (15%)
Reporting (10%)

7
7

8

8

8

8

4

4

Setup (10%)
Value (10%)

8

9

6

6

COST: $16,000 as tested, including
Entegra Base System ($10,000),
Sentry Module ($1,000), and Privacy
Module ($5,000)
PLATFORM: Microsoft SQL Server 7
and SQL Server 2000 on Windows
NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP,
and Windows Server 2003
BOTTOM LINE: Entegra doesn’t
come cheap, and you’ll need a thirdparty reporting tool if you want rich
reports. But for companies falling
under strict compliance guidelines,
it can provide enterprise-class auditing on hundreds of servers without
severely impacting the performance
of the production environment.
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Countdown to the HIPAA Time Bomb

Companies
have until April 21, 2005 to ready their databases for HIPAA. So what
can database administrators do to ensure compliance?
ods discussed so far, because users need
not be given access to the production
database. Furthermore, the DBA can
take steps to ensure that the reporting
database doesn’t contain sensitive data.
Another crafty technique is to create
routines that insert extra data as a
smoke screen to confuse anyone who
gains access to your database. By
keeping a pool of fictitious names,
phone numbers, and so on, you can
generate random false records, making
it impossible for even a disgruntled
insider to determine the accuracy of any
given record.
I implemented this solution for a
major health-care organization, and it
worked very well. Even the biostatisticians couldn’t spot the fake data. I also
created three false records for every real
one, which greatly diminishes the
likelihood of a thief finding a real
record. Separating the genuine records
from the bogus ones simply becomes
too much trouble.
So how can the system administrators tell fake data from real data? Well,
obviously you have to plan ahead for
that one. There are two basic methods
for separating the data back out. One
way is to create an extra column that
provides some kind of control. This
column can be encrypted, or it can be a
bit flag with an ambiguous name.
However, I prefer to not have anything in the database that might allude
to the fact that all the data isn’t real.
Rather, I prefer to create records in
another system and then use a join to
pull the real records back out again.
This way, everything in the production
system is real to everyone who sees it,
no matter how closely they look at it.
The key is kept in a different location.

No Single Solution
By now it should be clear that the best
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aDetermine which data can be considered sensitive.
aPerform a risk analysis and document justifications for decisions made.
aDetermine security measures based on identified danger levels.
aEstablish metrics for success, such as proof of thwarted real or simulated
attacks.
aAudit not only changes to each system, but who has access to data.
aEncrypt backups for off-site storage.
plans for securing data will combine
several of these methods.
For example, you can use stored procedures or UDFs that call encryption
routines, but UDFs by themselves
aren’t effective because users might not
wrap the column inside the function.
You should give users a view to query
and write the view so that it wraps
the columns inside the UDF. This
way, users can still perform
ad-hoc queries on the data, while
administrators maintain control over
what the users see.
If you are adding dummy data, views
can be used to conceal that fact from
your users. By creating the view with a
join against a foreign table that filters
out the extra data, you can create an
additional level of obscurity. This same
technique could be deployed as a
stored procedure as well. If you employ
this method, don’t forget to run your
fake data through the same encryption
routines as your real data. It completes
the illusion. And of course, if you don’t
publish your schema, your users won’t
be able to bypass your measures,
because they won’t know what tables
to query.
When I was brought in to lead the
compliance effort for a major hospital
chain, I entered a culture in which all
the system administrators and analysts had enjoyed complete access to
all the clinical databases for years.
They were very familiar with both the

schema and the data itself. It forced
me to build another schema that
summarized the data for the analysts
and loaded it every night from the
production systems. This schema
resided on a different server, in
another building, under the control of
an outsourced datacenter. The administrators and analysts were then
locked out of the production systems,
and the backups were encrypted to
protect against theft from outside. In
this case, it wasn’t necessary to
encrypt anything because sensitive
data simply wasn’t being brought over
to the reporting system.

Monitoring the Results
After putting your plan in place, you
still need to measure your success.
Auditing is the best way to achieve this.
I’m not going to lie to you; a complete,
enterprise-level auditing solution is not
cheap, and depending on the database
you have, you may never find a perfect
solution. That doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t try — auditing not only gives
you a solid measure of your success but
it also provides you with an added layer
of security.
Unlike some security measures, you
need not keep this process under wraps.
In fact, if users are aware that their
database activity is being audited and
that there are severe penalties for
tampering, they’re far less likely to try
to circumvent your plan. Oftentimes

this is all it takes to raise the integrity
level of your staff. You can even keep
your auditing costs down by using what
I like to call the dog-training approach.
If you’ve ever bought those electrified
mats that shock your dog when he
walks across them, you know what I’m
talking about. The mats have a pattern

on them, which the dog learns to
associate with the shock. When you buy
the mats, they sell you dummy mats as
well. The theory is that the dog will
learn to not walk across anything with
the mat’s pattern.
Auditing works the same way. Audit
your major systems, but tell your

employees that all the systems are
under full audit. This should give
you the best of all worlds: Your
company is fully compliant, because the
major systems are audited; you didn’t
have to actually pay to audit all the
systems; and you have the most honest
employees around. i

Flexible and Granular Database Protection
schemes and assigning permissions for a column or for an
dbencrypt allows you to apply column-level
entire table couldn’t be easier.
encryption in your SQL Server database and assign view
Although log-ins are mapped to encryption mechanisms in
permissions to different users. Whether for obscuring
DbEncrypt, they don’t give the user automatic access to the
credit card numbers, social security numbers, personal
data; a separate password must also be used to log in to DbEnpatient information, or financial data, being able to encrypt
crypt. The unfortunate side effect of having a separate passspecific elements in a database is becoming more imporword is not only do your users have to remember two passwords
tant as companies increasingly share records across
just to log in to the database, it also opens up another hole on
departments or with outside organizations.
your server that’s susceptible to brute-force attacks.
Installing DbEncrypt 2.5.0 is relatively easy. You install a
One caveat with this program is its extremely invasive nature.
client on your workstation, then connect to the database
The invasiveness can’t really be avoided, because the only way
through the client to install the server-side objects that
to get the kind of security that DbEncrypt offers
perform the encryption. The encryption
is to permeate code throughout the database.
mechanisms offered by DbEncrypt are very
Here’s what it does: DbEncrypt has a series
powerful; it has 11 encryption algorithms DbEncrypt 2.5.0
of .dlls on the server that it uses to control the
including AES (Advanced Encryption Stan- Application Security appsecinc.com
encryption and user access to the encrypted
dard), RC4, DES, and RSA encryption. VERY GOOD
7.2
DbEncrypt also comes with code samples Manageability (25%)
8 8 columns. But to accomplish the level of security desired, it must rename the base table and
for all 11 encryption types, as well as
Ease of Use (20%)
7
7
create two views. The highest-level view is
sign/verify, hash, and encode/decode, to
Performance (20%)
6
6
given the same name as the original table.
add encryption directly to your applications.
Reliability (15%)
8
8
This could potentially cause a huge problem
The audit trail feature allows authorized
Setup (10%)
7
7
because, although views are updatable, DbEnusers to view information about encryption
Value (10%)
7
7
crypt requires you to remove any constraints or
and decryption activity in the database as COST: $15,000 per Oracle SID or
indexes on the columns before encrypting.
well as all administrative activities. The audit SQL Server Instance
log may be viewed only through the DbEn- PLATFORM: Oracle database server, This extra step could affect performance and
possibly the integrity of your database.
crypt client utility and won’t mesh with an Microsoft SQL Server
DbEncrypt is a powerful encryption tool that
enterprise-level auditing solution — it audits BOTTOM LINE: DbEncrypt is an
enterprise-level database encryption
allows
administrators to easily secure sensionly activity in DbEncrypt.
utility that is easy to install and contive data. However, when Microsoft SQL Server
DbEncrypt also manages its own secu- figure, and it works at the column
2005 is released next year, it will make DbEnrity. By mapping database log-ins directly level. Decryption of the columns can
to DbEncrypt log-ins, administrators can be configured through the user inter- crypt unnecessary for Microsoft shops. SQL
face, and it is easy to add and remove
define who can and can’t use encryption permissions. However, such software Server 2005 promises built-in encryption that
will be fairly accessible to admins with just a
and view encrypted data, all the way down will be obsolete for Microsoft shops
few lines of code. — S.M.
to the column level. Defining encryption when SQL Server 2005 is released.
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WHAT IS YOUR ORGANIZATION’S PRIMARY BUSINESS ACTIVITY AT
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General Business Industries
❑ 01. Defense Contractor / Aerospace
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❑ 03. Wholesale / Distribution
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❑ 04. Pharmaceutical / Medical / Dental /
Healthcare
❑ 05. Financial Services / Banking
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❑ 07. Consultant / Integrator
❑ 08. Other IT Department Management
______________________________
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❑ 09. Other IT - Staff
_____________________________
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________________________________
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❑ 01.
❑ 02.
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01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

$100 million or more
$50,000,000 to $99,999,999
$30,000,000 to $49,999,999
$20,000,000 to $29,999,999
$10,000,000 to $19,999,999
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07.
08.
09.
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$5,000,000 to $9,999,999
$2,500,000 to $4,999,999
$1,000,000 to $2,499,999
$600,000 to $999,999
$400,000 to $599,999

Product category
Large systems
Client computers
Networking / Telecom (including servers)
Internet / Intranet / Extranet
Security
Storage

Please answer the questions
on the following page.

Corporate / Business Functions
❑ 10. Executive
❑ 11. Department Management - Business
❑ 12. Financial / Accounting Management
❑ 13. Research and Development
Management
❑ 14. Sales / Marketing Management
❑ 15. Other Department Management
❑ 16. Other Department Staff
________________________________
(Please describe)

Peripheral equipment
Software
Service / Support

11.
12.
13.
14.

For this location:
(write code in box)

$100,000 to $399,999
$50,000 to $99,999
Less than $49,999
None

For other locations:
(write code in box)
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PLEASE TELL US YOUR INVOLVEMENT WITH YOUR COMPANY’S
STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES (PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):

9

ARE YOU INVOLVED IN BUYING, SPECIFYING, RECOMMENDING OR
APPROVING THE FOLLOWING TECHNOLOGY SERVICES?
(PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):

❑ 01. Integrate Technology with company
goals
❑ 02. Define Architecture
❑ 03. Choose Technology Platforms
❑ 04. Develop Technology Integration
Strategy
❑ 05. Test, pilot, implement emerging
technologies
❑ 06. Scalability Planning
❑ 07. Build, Run Web Services
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❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Internet / Network Infrastructure
Customer Relationship Management
External Partnership Management
Budgeting
Recruitment & Retention
Other_________________________
(Please describe)
❑ 99. None of the above

ARE YOU INVOLVED IN BUYING, SPECIFYING, RECOMMENDING
OR APPROVING THE FOLLOWING SOFTWARE?
(PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):

❑ 01. Enterprise / E-Business
Applications
❑ 02. Customer Relationship Management
(CRM / eCRM)
❑ 03. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
❑ 04. Supply Chain / Procurement
❑ 05. Business Process Management
❑ 06. Business Intelligence / Data Mining
❑ 07. Knowledge Management
❑ 08. Portals
❑ 09. Collaborative Applications /
Groupware
❑ 10. Project Management
❑ 11. Financial / Payroll / Billing
❑ 12. E-business / E-commerce
❑ 13. Database Management Systems
(DBMS)
❑ 14. Data Warehouse
❑ 15. Manufacturing
❑ 16. Asset Management / Software
Distribution
❑ 17. Performance / Application
Management
❑ 18. Streaming Media
❑ 19. Other Enterprise / E-Business
Applications
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❑ 01. Technology Services
❑ 02. Systems / Application Integration
❑ 03. E-Business / Internet / Intranet /
Extranet
❑ 04. Application Development
❑ 05. Application Hosting (ASP)
❑ 06. Web Hosting
❑ 07. Web Development
❑ 08. Security
❑ 09. Storage
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❑ 10. Content Delivery Networks
❑ 11. Disaster Recovery / Business
Continuity
❑ 12. Outsourcing
❑ 13. Utility Computing Services
❑ 14. Telecommunications
❑ 15. Call Center / IT Services
❑ 16. Consulting
❑ 17. Other Technology Services

ARE YOU INVOLVED IN BUYING, SPECIFYING, RECOMMENDING
OR APPROVING THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS OR TECHNOLOGIES?
(PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):

❑ 20. Integration Software
❑ 21. Web Services
❑ 22. Web Services Orchestration
❑ 23. Application Servers
❑ 24. Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI) / Middleware
❑ 25. Business Process Management
❑ 26. Legacy Application Integration Tools
❑ 27. Other Integration Software
❑ 28. Application Development
❑ 29. Application Development Tools
❑ 30. Application Servers
❑ 31. Web services
❑ 32. Java / J2EE
❑ 33. XML
❑ 34. .NET
❑ 35. Testing Tools
❑ 36. Other Application Development
Software

ARE YOU INVOLVED IN BUYING, SPECIFYING, RECOMMENDING
OR APPROVING THE FOLLOWING HARDWARE?

❑ 01. Networking
❑ 02. LANs (Local Area Networks)
❑ 03. WANs (Wide Area Networks)
❑ 04. Switches / Routers / Hubs
❑ 05. Caching / Load Balancing
❑ 06. Grid / Utility Computing
❑ 07. E-mail
❑ 08. Instant Messaging / Peer-to-Peer
❑ 09. Content Delivery Networks
❑ 10. Network and Systems
Management
❑ 11. Traffic Monitoring and Analysis
❑ 12. QoS (Quality of Service)
❑ 13. VoIP (Voice over IP)
❑ 14. Telecommunications
❑ 15. IP Telephony
❑ 16. Wireless
❑ 17. Remote Access
❑ 18. Web / Video Conferencing
❑ 19. Other Networking
❑ 20. Storage
❑ 21. High-end / Enterprise Class
Storage
❑ 22. Network Attached Storage (NAS)
❑ 23. Storage Area Networks (SANs)
❑ 24. Storage Management Software
❑ 25. IP Storage

❑ 26. Direct Attached Storage (DAS)
❑ 27. Storage Blades
❑ 28. Storage Backup (Tape, Disk,
Optical, RAID)
❑ 29. Removable / Portable Storage
❑ 30. Disaster Recovery
❑ 31. Other Storage
❑ 32. Security
❑ 33. Anti-Virus / Content Filtering
❑ 34. Firewall
❑ 35. VPN (Virtual Private Network)
❑ 36. Identity Management /
Authentication
❑ 37. Intrusion Detection
❑ 38. Encryption
❑ 39. Other Security
❑ 40. Internet / Intranet / Extranet
❑ 41. Web Servers
❑ 42. Web Development / Authoring
Tools
❑ 43. Web Performance Management /
Monitoring Software
❑ 44. Content Management / Document
Management
❑ 45. Content Delivery Networks
❑ 46. Internet Software
❑ 47. Other Internet / Intranet / Extranet

(PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):

❑ 11. Peripherals
❑ 01. Hardware
❑ 12. Laser Printers
❑ 02. Mainframes
❑ 13. Inkjet Printers
❑ 03. NT / Windows 2000 / .NET Servers
❑ 14. Monitors
❑ 04. Unix Servers
❑ 15. Flat Panel Displays
❑ 05. Linux Servers
❑ 16. UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)
❑ 06. Blade Servers
❑ 17. Network Copiers
❑ 07. PCs / Workstations
❑ 18. Other Peripherals
❑ 08. Notebooks / Laptops
❑ 09. PDAs / Handhelds / Pocket
PC / Wireless Devices
❑ 10. Other Hardware
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❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING OPERATING SYSTEMS ARE IN USE OR
PLANNED FOR USE AT THIS LOCATION? (PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):

Windows XP
Windows 2000
Windows NT
Windows 95/98
Windows CE
Mac OS (Macintosh)
Solaris
UNIX

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

09.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Linux
MVS, VMS, ESA
VM
OS 400
Netware
Palm OS
Other OS
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